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iphone or android. the most important feature is, while playing, you can click on the controller to switch to the analog
stick. it does have a few minor bugs, but if you like dlc battle packs, and would like to play online, the times up for you!Q:
SharePoint OData query with ";" separator I'm trying to write an OData query to return documents in a sitecollection. The
query below works when used with a wildcard character. For example, if I want to return documents where the document
name ends in a particular phrase, I'd do this: _api/web/lists/getbytitle('My
Documents')/items?$filter=endswith(DocName,'my phrase') I'd like to write a query that allows me to specify a ":"
separator, for example, that would allow me to return documents where the title ends with "my phrase:xyz". I tried adding
a quote around the ":" separator, and the query returns no results: _api/web/lists/getbytitle('My
Documents')/items?$filter=endswith(DocName, '"my phrase:"xyz') Is there a way to escape ":" in an OData query? I tried
using backslash, but it didn't work either: _api/web/lists/getbytitle('My
Documents')/items?$filter=endswith(DocName,'my phrase\:xyz') A: You can't escape a ":". It's a special character in a
regular expression. _api/web/lists/getbytitle('My Documents')/items?$filter=endswith(DocName,'my phrase:"xyz') Notice
the quotes around "my phrase" are not "regular quotes", but "regex quotes". They tell the query to interpret "my
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phrase:xyz" as a regex expression instead of a literal string. So the result is the same as if you didn't escape the colon:
endswith(DocName,'my phrase:xyz') Q: ASP.NET MVC customize error message I'm developing a ASP.NET MVC
application, and in the case the application encounters an exception I need to show a customized message and not the
standard MVC error page. My problem is, how
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